Science Revision Worksheet
Class III Mixed Bag
1. Fill in the blanks:
a. The Earth rotates in about_______________ hours.
b. The process by which water vapour changes into water is called ____________.
c. There are ______________ muscles in adult human body.
d. _________________ transports food and oxygen in our body.
e. Water exists in _________________ forms.
2. Tick the correct option:
a. Digestion of food completes in
i. stomach ii. small intestine iii. large intestine iv. mouth
b. controls all the parts of the body.
i. heart ii. brain iii. stomach iv. lungs
c. causes day and night.
i. rotation ii. revolution iit. orbit iv. none of these
d. Strong winds are called
i. storm ii. breeze iii. cyclone iv. thunder
e. The Earth moves around the sun in a fixed path called
i. orbit ii. axis iii. belt iv. none of these
3. Write true or false, Rewrite the correct statement, if false:
a. Weather remains the same throughout the year.
b. Seasons are caused, due to the rotation of Earth on its own axis.
c. Nerves carry orders from the brain to all parts of the body.
4. Observe the picture and answer the following questions:

a. This is the part of ____________ system.
b. Write any one function of this organ.
5. Match the following:
Column A
a. brain

Column B
i. tissue

b. internal organ
c. wind
d. water vapour to water
e. group of cells

ii. condensation
iii. controls body functions
iv. moving air
v. stomach

6. Give one word for the following:
a. It takes orders from the brain to body parts.
b. The process of changing water into water vapour.
c. The imaginary line about which the Earth spins.
d. People who travel to space.
e. Different tissues grouped together.
7. Give reasons:
a. Wet clothes dry faster under sun.
b. While running, our heart beat gets fast.
8. Look at the picture, carefully and answer the following:

A

B

a. Shade the portion of the Earth, you think will have night.
9. Answer the following questions:
a. Why is it important to exercise daily?
b. What is weather? Name the three things that cause changes in weather.
c. What causes season?
10. Draw a well labeled diagram of a respiratory system.

